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Declassified Israeli documents outline post-war debate
Luke Baker

Jerusalem

W

ithin days of capturing East Jerusalem
and the West Bank
in the 1967 Middle
East war, Israel was
examining options about the areas’
future ranging from Jewish settlement-building to the creation of a
Palestinian state.
Recently unearthed documents
detailing the post-war legal and diplomatic debate have a familiar ring
and stress how little progress has
been made towards resolving the
Israeli-Palestinian conflict.
Akevot, an Israeli NGO researching the conflict, has spent thousands of hours gaining access to
declassified, often dog-eared, documents and building a digital record
of them.
The group’s aim in obtaining the
files, at a time when the Israel State
Archives has restricted access to
its resources as it conducts its own
digitisation project, is to ensure
that primary sources of conflict decision-making remain accessible to
researchers, diplomats, journalists
and the public.

Israeli NGO gains
access to onceclassified
government papers.
“One of the things we realised
early on was that so many of the
policies related to current day Israeli government activities in the
Occupied Territories have roots going back to the very first year of occupation,” said Lior Yavne, founder
and director of Akevot.
“Policies that were envisaged
very early on, 1967 or 1968, serve
government policies to this day.”
In six days of war, Israel’s army
seized 5,900 sq.km of the West
Bank, the walled Old City of Jerusalem and more than two dozen Arab
villages on the city’s eastern flank.

For the Israeli prime minister’s
office, the Foreign Ministry and assorted legal advisers, the thorniest questions surrounded how to
handle the unexpected seizure of
the West Bank and East Jerusalem
and the 660,000 Palestinians living
there.

Israeli documents
from the days after the
war have a familiar
ring 50 years on.
A little more than a month after
the war ended on June 10, 1967,
senior Foreign Ministry officials had
drafted a set of seven possibilities of
what to do with the West Bank and
Gaza. They considered everything
from establishing an independent,
demilitarised Palestinian state with
its capital as close as possible to Jerusalem, to annexing the entire area
to Israel or handing most of it over
to Jordan.
The authors explained the need
to move rapidly because “internationally, the impression that Israel
maintains colonial rule over these
occupied territories may arise in the
interim.”
While the document analyses in
detail the idea of an independent
Palestinian state, it presents most
positively the case for annexation,
while also making clear its “inherent dangers.”
Option four, listed as “the graduated solution,” is the one perhaps
closest to what exists to this day: A
plan to establish a Palestinian state
only once there is a peace agreement between Israel and Arab countries.
Perhaps the trickiest and most
legally nuanced discussions were
considering Israel’s responsibilities
under international law and whether it could build settlements.
After the 1967 war, Israel annexed
East Jerusalem and considered all
of Jerusalem as its “indivisible and
eternal capital,” a status that has
not won international recognition.
Palestinians want East Jerusalem as
the capital of a future Palestine.

The blueprint for occupation. An Israeli researcher scans declassified documents for Akevot NGO in
Jerusalem on May 10. 										(Reuters)
Theodor Meron, one of the
world’s leading jurists who was
then legal adviser to the Foreign
Ministry, wrote several memos in
late 1967 and early 1968 laying out
his position on settlements. In a
covering letter to one secret memo
sent to the prime minister’s political
secretary, Meron said: “My conclusion is that civilian settlement in
the administered territories contravenes explicit provisions of the
Fourth Geneva Convention.”
Meron, who now lives in the
United States, set his arguments out
over several pages but they boiled
down to the fact that Israel was a
signatory to the Geneva Convention, which prohibits transferring
citizens of an occupying state onto
occupied land.
“Any legal arguments that we
shall try to find will not counteract
the heavy international pressure

that will be exerted upon us even by
friendly countries which will base
themselves on the Fourth Geneva
Convention,” he wrote.
The only way he could see settlements being legally justified — and,
even then, he made clear he did not
favour the argument — was if they
were in temporary camps and “carried out by military and not civilian
entities.”
While in the early years settlements were militaristic and often
temporary, the enterprise now has
full government backing, houses
some 350,000 civilians in the West
Bank and has all the hallmarks of
permanence.
Immediately after the war, almost
no element of Israel’s land seizure
went unexamined, whether by the
military, the prime minister’s office,
the Foreign Ministry, naming committees or religious authorities.

In a memo on June 22, 1967, Michael Comay, political adviser to the
Foreign Ministry, wrote to the ministry’s deputy director-general saying they needed to be careful about
using phrases like “occupied territories” or “occupying power” because
they supported the International
Committee of the Red Cross’s view
that the local population should
have rights under the Fourth Geneva Convention.
“There are two alternatives: Using the term TERRITORIES OF THE
MILITARY GOVERNMENT or TERRITORIES UNDER ISRAEL CONTROL,” he wrote. “Externally, I prefer the second option.”
Even now, the Israeli government
avoids talking about occupation, instead suggesting that the West Bank
is “disputed territory.”
(Reuters)
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D

uring his recent trip
to Israel and the
occupied Palestinian
territories, US
President Donald
Trump expressed his
desire to bring peace to the
region, achieving what he has
repeatedly named the “ultimate
deal.”
At a meeting with Palestinian
President Mahmoud Abbas,
Trump said: “We want to create
peace between Israel and the
Palestinians,” promising: “We will
get it done. We will be working so
hard to get it done.”
While there were calls from
Israeli Prime Minister Binyamin
Netanyahu for Trump to demand
that the Palestinian Authority
stop payments to families of
prisoners and those whom
Palestinians consider martyrs,
Trump did not do this publicly.
Trump spent a day in Israel
meeting with its leaders and
minutes in Bethlehem meeting
with Abbas. Initial reports
indicated positive meetings in
both areas but recent revelations
about Trump’s meeting with
Abbas suggested that he yelled at
the Palestinian leader, accusing
Abbas of “deceiving” him about
the Palestinian Authority’s role in
inciting violence against Israel.
Public statements did not

Trump’s senior advisers and
ambassadors hold pro-Israel
views with no counter view
seemingly present.

indicate such a rift. Speaking at
the Israel Museum, Trump said: “I
had a meeting this morning with
President Abbas and can tell you
that the Palestinians are ready to
reach for peace.” He then said: “In
my meeting with my very good
friend Binyamin, I can tell you
also that he is reaching for peace.
He wants peace.”
However, for that to happen,
Trump needs to be provided with
advice that represents the conflict
in a balanced manner. His Middle
East adviser during his campaign
was Walid Phares who is of
Christian Maronite Lebanese
heritage and well-known for his
pro-Israel stance. Trump had no
adviser on his team who could
provide a pro-Palestinian view.
Since his election, Trump has
surrounded himself with advisers

on the Middle East who were
likely to hold views closer to the
Israeli position. His senior adviser
on the Middle East is his Jewish
Orthodox son-in-law, Jared
Kushner. The son of holocaust
survivors, the real estate mogul’s
family has donated tens of
thousands of dollars to the illegal
West Bank settlement of Bet El.
Trump’s special representative
for international negotiations is
Jason Greenblatt, his company
lawyer from New York who is an
orthodox Jew. He does not see
Israeli settlements as an obstacle
to peace and does not think the
United States or any other party
should try and impose an agreement on Israel.
Trump’s pick as ambassador to
Israel is David Friedman, an
orthodox Jew and bankruptcy

Diversity needed. Israel’s Prime Minister Binyamin Netanyahu (R)
and US President Donald Trump (L) chat as White House senior
adviser Jared Kushner is seen in between them, during their
meeting at the King David Hotel in Jerusalem, on May 22.
(Reuters)
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lawyer, who is committed to the
settlement enterprise and
advocates moving the US
Embassy to Jerusalem. He, too,
does not believe the settlements
are an impediment to peace or
that annexing the West Bank
would compromise Israel’s Jewish
or democratic character.
When it came to the United
Nations, Trump picked Nikki
Haley, a staunch supporter of
Israel who has criticised the
international body for overly criticising Israel. She recently promised the American Israel Public
Affairs Committee (AIPAC) — a
key lobby group for Israel — that
“the days of Israel bashing are
over.”
She recently threatened that the
United States may pull out of the
UN Human Rights Council over its
“chronic anti-Israel bias.”
An assessment of Trump’s team
reveals that his senior advisers
and ambassadors hold pro-Israel
views with no counter view
seemingly present.
It can be argued that the lack of
one or more pro-Palestinian
advisers or even ones with no
record of supporting Israel is a
handicap to the US president and
goes against the principles of
serious deal making.
If Trump is serious about
finding “the ultimate deal,” he
should insert an alternative view
into his senior team or he likely
faces failure.
Kamel Hawwash is a Britainbased Palestinian university
professor and writer.

